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XXXVI I I .  On a Propert.y possessed in common by the Primi- 
tives and Derivatives of the Product of two Monome Eunctions, 
.By Mr. EDWARD SANG*, 
T HE idea expounded by Lagrange, of regarding the suc- cessive differential coefficients of a ihnction of one variable, 
as similar functions derived from each other, according to a 
given law, materially changes the aspect of the fluxional cal 
culus. His confined notation, however, which is almost a 
return to the inconvenient method of Newton, prevents the 
advantages of his system from being generally appreciated, and 
divests it of that perspicuity which ought always to be the 
characteristic ofalgebraic notation. The elegance of his me- 
thods, as well as their great power, interested me in procuring 
a more convenient notation,--one which might enable me to 
pass from one primary to another without being distracted by 
the confusion which arises from his varied accents. 
In denoting a derived function it is evidently necessary to 
indicate both the number of times the derivation has been re 
peated, and the quantity which, in these operations, has been 
regarded as the independent or primary variable. Of the three 
notations which have been employed, that of Leibnitz alone 
serves both of these purposes ; but from its complexity, as well 
as from its fractional ppearance~ it is any thing but convenient 
in complex operations. 
The particular theorem, which it is my intention in this 
paper to expound, I have been unable to express by the no- 
tation either of Lagrange or Leibnitz, without introducing an 
extension of signification too far-fetched tobe admissible; and 
am. therefore compelled to explain the particular algorithm 
which conducted me to the result in question. 
I f  u be a function of z I propose to denote the differential 
du 
coefficient ~ of Leibnitz or the "fonction prime u t'' of La- 
grange by the expression 1 u ;  tile second ifferential coeffi- 
cient d~u a--~or theJbnction seconde u'l by e u, and so on. 
This notation, in the first place, enables us to express in n 
very clear manner those complex derivatives which are ob- 
dS~ 1-  1 
scnrely indicated by such expressions as ~-VT~-' wmcn from 
analogy one would be very apt to suppose equivalent o 
as u (_~z)3. In fact he quantity intended by the first of these 
d xs  . 
expressions, being obtained by deriving three times with x as 
* Communicated by the Author. 
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Mr, ,Sang on the Product of two Monome #}~nctions. 26~ 
a primary and  twice with the primary z, may be easily ex- 
pressed by a~. ~u;  while that indicated by the second can be 
X ~ denoted by 5,u(izx) ~ or 5 u 1~ • 
The series of quantities 
u, lu ,  ~u, j r ,  4u, &e. 
being similarly derived, each from that which precedes, the 
derivatives of any one of them may be found by increasing its 
numerical subponent. Thus the second derivative of 3 u is 
5u,  and in general ,~z(~u) = (t+,o~u. 
Again, each member of the series being the derivative of 
that which precedes, may in turn be regarded as the primi- 
tive of that which follows, so that the second primitive of 5~ u
is au. Tile operation of integrating or going back in the 
series, may therefore be conveniently expressed by prefixing 
the negative sign to the subponent, so that _ lu  means the 
primitive of the function u, the primary variable being z; _~u,  
the second primitive, and so on. We have thus in general 
_,~(tzu) = (t_,o=u 
and also 5 u = u. In this manner an advantage accrues to 
the notation similar to that which follows from the. emlaloy-. 
ment of negative xponents. 
The quantities 
&c., _a=u., -2Y, -1 u ,  u, lu,  ~l ~, aY, &c. 
thus form an uninterrupted series, any one of which may be 
regarded as the original from whieh the others were dedueed 
thus, if l~u = v, the same quantities might have been written 
&c. _4=~, _3v, _~v, -xY,  v, iv,  ~ v, &e. 
This resemblanee of primitive and derivative functions is 
not the mere consequence of an artificial notation ; they possess 
properties in common, one of the most remarkable, and at the 
same time most easily investigated of which, I proceed to de- 
monstrate. 
It  has been shown (Bossut, Traitd de Calcul, page 103 
d(u v) d v d 
Laeroix, Diff. Cal. Transl. p. 11) that ~ = u ~ + v u~: 
or (Lagrange, Theorie des Fonclions, page 26) that (uv) t--- 
ff v + u ~1, whieh theorem, in our notation, is expressed by 
I~(uv) = luv  + u ~,v 
Taking 
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264 Mr. Sang on a Property o f  the Pximilives and 
Taking the first derivative of each member of this equationr 
we obtain 
2~(uv) = 1~(l]tv)+ x~(ul v); but, by the same theorem, 
lz(tzUV) = 2~uv + lzutzv 
and l~(ulzv)= l u iv  + u2 ~; wherefore 
2~(uv) = 2 u, v + ~ t~u l~v + u ~ v. 
Applying the same method repeatedly tothis equation we ob- 
tain 
3z(U v) -- 3zuv+ 3 ~zu l zV+3 l~u 2 v+U ,3v; 
4~(uV)=aUV+~3UlV+62u2.v+4,  t u3.y +u4v;  
&c. &e. 
Where the order of the subponents i exactly similar to that 
of the exponents of the integer positive powers of a binomial, 
and where the numerical coefficients are formed in the same 
hlanner. Hence in general, n being a whole positive number~ 
n n n-- I  
,~z(UV) =,~ UV+ -V(,~_l)zU17)+ 1 2 (n_2)zU~V +&C. 
And it is my object to show that the same theorem applies 
when n is a negative integer. But before proceeding to that 
~art of my subject, I may notice a very simple extension of 
the above theorem. 
As such expressions as t.2.3.4.5' 1.2 ...... 7 are of very fre- 
quent occ'nrrence in investigations ofthis kind, they may con- 
]~eniently be, denoted by 5/~and z~; this premised, the abov~ 
equation,, dividing each side by 1 .2 .3  ..... n, becomes 
~. ,~uv~ = n~uv_ q- (,~_l)zU_l~v_ + (n_2)zzt2~v + &c. 
Extending the same reasoning to a product of three functions~. 
We have 
~u vw = E .  a ~u~zv_ (n-a-b)~w; also 
, ,~uvw x = ~.  ~u b~v ~w (,~_~_b_d~x 
~n which expressions a,b, c, &c. must receive, combined in all 
possible w'ays, e~ery integer Value from O to n. 
Resuming the original equation l:(Uv)-~l=Uv + U lzv, 
and supposingU = _ i,u~ and consequently l~U -- u~ we have 
whence  
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Derivatives of the Product of two Monome Functions. 265 
whence taking the first primitive, and transposing 
--  lz(/g V) = --  lzlti 73 - -  - -  It,( -- 1 z/~ lz ~) 
but in the very same manner 
- ld -~u ~v) = -3.Y 2~ v -  -1:( -3~ u 3~ v) &c. 
whence by the substitution of these values 
- l~(uv)  = _ ]  uv - -  _2u  i v  + _3u~v- -  _4#3~ v +&c" 
Taking again the first primitive of each member of this 
equation, expanding the partial results, and adding, we find 
__2z(uv) = _~zUV--2 _3u iv  + 3 --4~ ~V--4~ _5zu 3zV + &c. 
By treating this repeatedly in the same manner, we should 
arrive, at expressions closely resembling the expansions of the 
negatave powers of a binomial, and should obtain in general 
- -mz(UV)=- -mJ  ~v-  1 - - (m+l )z  ?g lz 7)'+" m m+l  - -  1 ~ _ ( ,~+~)u2v- -&c .  
where, if we change m into --n, we have 
n 
.~(uv)= ,~ uv -  -f ( ,~_t )u  l v + &c.  
exactly the expression which we before found for derivatives. 
In the investigation of the formula for primitives no no- 
tice has been taken of the arbitrary constants which at each 
step enter into the calculation, and it therefore becomes neces- 
sary to examine whether the omission has not vitiated the re- 
suh, it being a well known fact that the equality of two func- 
tions does not necessarily imply that of their primitives. 
The arbitrary part of a first primitive being of the form a, 
that of a second primitive must be az +b ; of a third pr'~mi- 
tire a z ~ + b z + c; of a fourth a z s + b z e + c z + d; and, in ge- 
neral, of a primitive of the nth order the arbitrary part is 
n-- I  Zn- -2  az +b +cz~-3  + &e .... +pz+q.  
I f  in the value of _ t~(u v) we annex to tale successive pri- 
mitives of u these arbitrary parts, the former value of this pri- 
mitive will be increased by the following quantity : 
a{v-- l zT)Z + ~ VZ ~-  ^ 'OZ ~ + 4zVZ '~ - -  &e.}  
+ b{-- i v+ 2vz  3v_  + 4vz 3 -&c .}  
+ ~ {+ :Y -3~ ~ +4Y~-&c '}  
+d{- -3~v + a vz -&c .}  
+ e{+ 4=v -&c .}  
+ &c. 
N~.S. Vol. 6. No. 34. Oct. 1829. 2 M which 
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266 Mr. Sang on the Product o f  two Monome ~Vunctions. 
which at first sight appears to involve not only every positive 
integer power of z, but even, since v is any function of z, its 
fractional powers. 
We have, however, ~ (z + d z) = q~ z + l~qb z d z + ~ z d z ~ + 
&c. in which if we make dz  - - - - z ,  and change ~z into v, 
we obtain 
( z - z )  = ¢ o = v -  t vz  + 2~Cz ~-  a~v~ + &c. 
and by changing ~ z into iv  
~¢(z -z )  = 1~¢ o = 1~-  ~vz+ a vz__'- &c. 
Now all such expressions as ~ o being constant quantities, it
follows that, by the addition of an arbitrary constant at each 
integration of u, a constant quantity only has been annexed to 
the first primitive of u v, and therefbre the superior primitives 
cannot be affected by powers of z so high as the order of the 
primitive. 
Having thus shown that the omission of the arbitrary parts 
has not rendered our result less general, I may proceed to il- 
lustrate its utility by a single example. 
Let the 7th primitive of z a. sin z be required. Here making 
z a = v, sin z = u, we have 
_7z(z s sin z) = _7zsin z.  z a -  ~- _8sin z. 3z~+~ ~ _9~sin z .  6z 
--~- ] ] _10~sinz. 6. Or, since _7~(sin z) -- cosz;  -sz sinz 
= sin z; _gs in  z = -- cos z; and _10 sinz = -- sin z 
_7~(z a sin z) = cos z. z a -  21 sin z .  z ~-  168 cos z. z + 50~ sin z. 
And it appears from this example that, of the functions u 
and v, whenever the primitives of the one are known and the 
number of derivatives of the other finite, the integral of the 
product will be obtained in finite terms ; in all other cases the 
result will be in the form of an interminate series. It may 
also be noticed that two distinct expressions may be obtained, 
the one combining the primitives of u with the derivatives of 
v, and the other the derivatives of u with the primitives of  v. 
When the expression to be integrated cannot be separated 
into two factors, it may have the multiplier z° supplied, which 
artifice would give 
m m+l  m m + ~m+2 
_ ,~Y = - , ,~(9  z°) = z'~9 - T z l~Y + i ~ 2 2~Y-- &c. 
- ~.~...7(~-~) ~--V Y - ~+----X Id  + ~ 2~-  &c. 
which 
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t~ormuke for calculating the Places of Stars. 267 
which may be regarded as a general formula for the integra- 
tion of functions of all kinds. 
32, St. Andrew-square, Edinburgh, EDWARD SANG. 
August 7, 1829. 
XXXIX .  Formulce and Tables for calculating the ApTarent 
Places of ~Fixed Stars, as given 53/Professor BESSEL. 
(From Prof. Encke's F~Themeris'for 1830, T. 158-198.) 
General precession .......................................... 50"'231 
A = t-- 0"02652 sin 20--0"333163in ~ +0"004,01 sin2 g~ 
B -- -- 0"'580 cos 20- -8" '977  cos $3 +0u'088 cos 2 
C = --20"255 cos ~ cos (D 
D -- --20"255 sin (D 
a -- 46rt'053 + 20"'057 tg ~ sin a 
b --  tg ~cosa  
C - -  sec ~ cos at 
d -- sec$s ina  
2 = 20"'057 cos a 
Y = -- sin a 
d - -  tgEcos~- -s in$s ina  
d = sin~ cosa  
m proper motion r~ght in ascension. 
m I proper motion in declination. 
t days from the beginning of the year expressed in parts of 
the year. 
App.,JR = JR 183o 
+ Aa + Bb + Cc + Dd +tm 
App. ])eel. = Decl. 1830 
+ Ad  + Bb ~ + Cd + Dd + tm r 
I f  we assume 
A 20"'057 = g cos G D = h cos H 
B = g sin G C -- h sin H 
A ~6"'053 = f C tg ~ = i 
We shall have 
App. JR = JR 1880 +f+ tm 
+ g sin (G+a)  tg ~ + h sin (H + a) sec~. 
_App. I)ecl. = I)ecl. 1830 + icos~ +tm r 
+ g cos (G+a)  + h cos (H+a)  sins 
The following Tables contain the values of a and $ for the 
beginning of the year, together with the values of the constants 
here introduced, or their logarithms, for every 10th day of 
tile year :
2 M 2 Mean 
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